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Abstract—Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs), which provide step-by-step guidance to students in complex problem-solving activities, have been shown to enhance student learning in a range of domains. However, they tend to be difficult to build. Our project investigates whether the process of authoring an ITS can be simplified, while at the same time maintaining the characteristics that make ITS effective, and also maintaining the ability to support large-scale tutor development. Specifically, our project tests whether authoring tools based on programming-by-demonstration techniques (developed in prior research) can support the development of a large-scale, real-world tutor. We are creating an open-access Web site, called MathTutor (http://webmathtutor.org), where middle school students can solve math problems with step-by-step guidance from ITS. The MathTutor site fields example-tracing tutors, a novel type of ITS that are built “by demonstration,” without programming, using the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTATs). The project’s main contribution will be that it represents a stringent test of large-scale tutor authoring through programming by demonstration. A secondary contribution will be that it tests whether an open-access site (i.e., a site that is widely and freely available) with software tutors for math learning can attract and sustain user interest and learning on a large scale.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Students in middle schools and high schools spend a great deal of time outside of school. If they want to use part of that time solidifying and extending the mathematics they learned in school, however, they will have difficulty finding effective learning activities. After-school tutoring programs are available only on a limited basis and are often not ideal. Professional tutoring services are costly. Of the many Web sites available for math instruction, few are free and offer rich problems with guided learning by doing. Thus, there is a great need for a better math Web site, one where students can “learn by doing,” as they engage in rich and challenging math problems. To address this need, we are creating MathTutor (http://webmathtutor.org), an open-access Web site (i.e., a site that is widely and freely available to whoever wishes to use it) for middle school mathematics.

The site offers detailed, interactive, step-by-step guidance with problem solving, individualized problem selection, detailed reports of student performance for teachers, parents, etc. On the MathTutor site, students work with intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs), programs that provide step-by-step guidance with problem solving to support students in learning a complex cognitive skill [57], [60]. A first version of the MathTutor site, with limited content, has just been opened to the public. Over the next two years, we will continue to add content to the site and extend its capabilities. Eventually, MathTutor will offer a comprehensive range of middle school math topics (grades 6-8). MathTutor is likely to be useful as supplemental instruction in many contexts, such as after-school tutoring, summer schools, homework, home schooling, classroom instruction, and remediation during the regular school day.

In developing MathTutor, we address an important open issue in research on ITS authoring tools and methodologies. While ITSs have been shown to be very effective in a range of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build. Many authoring tools have been built to support and simplify ITS development [37], but few have reached a state of maturity, of domains [24], [60], they tend to be difficult to build.
on the experience of using ITS authoring tools in large-scale projects are highly desirable. The current paper is such a report; it describes an early stage of a large-scale ITS project.

In creating MathTutor, we use a novel technology for ITS called example-tracing tutors, developed in our lab. These tutors support key behaviors that make ITS effective, such as step-by-step hints and feedback during problem-solving activities [57], but they are much easier to build than typical ITS. Example-tracing tutors derive, from the Cognitive Tutor technology [24], [25], an approach to ITS that has been shown to be highly effective in improving students’ math achievement levels [24], [36], [49], [54]. Cognitive Tutors are rootedin cognitive theory [3] and cognitive modeling. Like most other ITS, they support learning by doing—students learn by tackling complex problems for which the tutor provides step-by-step guidance [57], typically, problems of a recurrent type (e.g., solving algebraic equations) rather than “one-of-a-kind” problems, and often problems that are amenable to multiple solution strategies. Cognitive Tutors operate using a rule-based cognitive model of student problem solving, a computer simulation of student thinking. The tutor uses the model to evaluate student problem-solving behavior, track individual students’ skill development over time, and select problems on an individual basis [4], [22].

Example-tracing tutors maintain both the grounding of Cognitive Tutors in cognitive theory as well as their essential tutoring behaviors. The underlying technology, and the authoring process used to construct the tutors, however, are very different. Example-tracing tutors have two main advantages over Cognitive Tutors. First, the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTATs) [1], [23] make it possible to build example-tracing tutors faster and more economically than traditional development time estimates for ITS [37], without requiring advanced computer programming skills. Whereas typical ITS development tends to require advanced AI programming skill, example-tracing tutors can be built relatively easily by nonprogrammers, through “programming by demonstration” [29], [38]. Second, CTAT makes it possible to deliver intelligent tutors on the Web, which is now the preferred mode of delivery for ITS [2], [13], [16], [18], [32], [33], [35], [46], [53], [58], [61], although there are still architectural issues to resolve in order to robustly support intelligent tutors on the Web [43]. Our claim is not that example-tracing tutors are always a preferred option over Cognitive Tutors. They may not be, for example, for tasks that have many operators whose results differ depending on the state in which they are applied. However, there is a large class of task domains for which example-tracing tutors are well suited.

Whereas Cognitive Tutors use a rule-based cognitive model of the targeted problem-solving skills to monitor student problem-solving behavior, example-tracing tutors evaluate student problem-solving behavior with reference to specific examples of problem solutions. An essential step in the process of authoring an example-tracing tutor is for an author to demonstrate the problem-solving behaviors for which the tutor is to provide guidance, as well as to demonstrate common student errors. CTAT records the demonstrated problem-solving steps in a behavior graph. The author generalizes the graph among other ways by attaching ordering constraints and formulas, described further below. At tutoring time, an example-tracing tutor evaluates student problem-solving behavior by flexibly comparing it against the generalized behavior graph. Thus, the tutor is capable of recognizing as correct student behavior not just the fixed sequences of problem-solving steps recorded in the behavior graph, but many variants as well. The resulting tutoring behaviors include many features characteristic of ITS, as catalogued by VanLehn [57]. CTAT is not unique among ITS authoring tools in supporting authoring without programming. The Assisments Builder [21], ASPIRE [34], and the Task Tutor Toolkit [41] also support authoring of tutors of varying levels of sophistication without requiring programming. The Assisments Builder supports simpler tutors than CTAT through Web-based authoring. ASPIRE supports a different type of tutors, constraint-based tutors, but its GUI builder is much simpler than CTAT’s. The Task Tutor Toolkit offers a programming-by-demonstration approach not unlike that of CTAT, but CTAT has a more powerful tutor engine and places more emphasis than the Task Tutor Toolkit on efficient authoring and maintenance of large sets of isomorphic or near-isomorphic tutor problems.

CTAT-built tutors have been demonstrated to be fully robust for use in real educational settings over a wide range of projects. So far, at least 26 research studies have used CTAT-built tutors, making CTAT the most widely used ITS authoring tool that we know of. These projects provide evidence that programming-by-demonstration techniques can support highly cost-effective authoring of real-world ITS, compared to historic estimates of authoring efficiency [1]. However, these projects, while being “real-world,” tended to have somewhat limited scope in terms of curricular breadth (e.g., 1 or 2 hours of instruction), and the number of students that used the CTAT-developed tutors (e.g., 30-100). The current project, by contrast, involves much greater curricular breadth than prior projects, as well as longer and more independent real-life use, iterative refinement of tutors, and—we anticipate—at least an order of magnitude more users.

While a programming-by-demonstration approach unquestionably simplifies the ITS authoring process, it has not been fully proven that this type of process can support the development, iterative refinement, and maintenance of a large set of tutors. When not applied carefully, CTAT’s programming-by-demonstration process can lead to extensive problem-specific authoring, with repeated structure created across behavior graphs for different problems. This duplication of structure would be detrimental to maintainability because any needed changes must then be propagated across many similar or near-isomorphic problems. This risk must be offset by tools or tool features that make it easier to establish and maintain consistency across problems and problem types. CTAT has a number of such features. A key question is whether we have struck a good balance between ease of authoring and maintainability. As discussed below, we believe that we are on the right track, but the proof will be in whether we can grow MathTutor to large scale.

A second aspect of scale concerns the requirement that a Web-based ITS architecture (such as MathTutor’s) must
support sophisticated tutoring behaviors even when hundreds, or even thousands, of users work on the system simultaneously. We investigate whether a “thin client” solution can handle such a high load effectively. In this approach, the tutor interface runs on the client but the tutor engine runs on the server, with frequent communication between them. Some Web-based ITS architectures have opted for the same basic division of functionality (e.g., [2], [32], [34]) while others have placed the tutor engine on the client [46]. It is fair to say that this issue is still open [43], particularly as ITS use scales up, and there may not be a single best solution. The thin client solution may be especially appropriate in an ITS authoring architecture (such as CTAT’s on which Math Tutor is built), which aims to support many different ITS configurations in a variety of settings, specifically when the same tutor engine is combined with many different tutor interface options.

Key anticipated contributions of the Math Tutor project are, first, a demonstration that programming by demonstration can scale up and support a large tutor development project. Also, we will learn whether a thin client approach is feasible to support a large-scale ITS Web site. Beyond these technical contributions, the Math Tutor project will provide insight into whether an open-access site, for mathematics learning with ITS, appeals to the general public and will be an effective way of improving students’ mathematics achievement in a variety of contexts. As mentioned, we do not have full answers to these questions yet. The experience in the coming two years will be interesting and informative regarding these questions.

In this paper, we first describe the main goals and foundation of the Math Tutor project and present examples of tutors fielded on the site. We then describe the process of programming by demonstration by which these tutors are built and sketch out the main algorithm in the example-tracing tutor engine. We also motivate the key architectural choices in the Math Tutor site, including the decision to have a thin client. We then compare and contrast Math Tutor with other Web sites for math learning. Finally, we discuss our initial experience with regard to the key scalability and maintainability issues raised above.

2 The Foundation for Math Tutor: Cognitive Tutor Math Curricula

Cognitive Tutor curricula for high school mathematics have been very successful in real educational settings. These courses are aligned with the (nonbinding but influential) standards defined by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) [40], a large US organization concerned with mathematics education. Students in these courses use Cognitive Tutor about 40 percent of their classroom time. In 1999, the Cognitive Tutor Algebra I curriculum was designated by the US Department of Education as one of five “exemplary curricula.” The Cognitive Tutor curricula have been shown to improve student learning significantly, compared to other math curricula (e.g., [24], [36], [45], [54]). The high school curriculum is in use in over 2,600 schools across the USA and are being disseminated by Carnegie Learning, Inc., a Pittsburgh-based company founded by Carnegie Mellon University.

As we develop the Math Tutor site, we draw heavily from an existing sequence of 6th, 7th, and 8th grade Cognitive Tutor curricula for middle school math. These curricula were developed in our research group and are based on the same principles as the high school courses. They have been piloted and incrementally improved in a number of schools over several years. The middle school curricula also reflect NCTM [40] curriculum, teaching, and assessment standards. They target and develop five content strands across the three-year sequence as follows:

1. numbers and operations,
2. algebra,
3. data analysis,
4. geometry, and
5. measurement.

Across the three middle school courses, 66 Cognitive Tutor lessons comprising over 1,000 problems have been developed. Text and material development have been guided by research on students’ mathematical thinking [9], [11], [27], [49], [46] and formative evaluations of text and tutor activities [10], [12], [20]. Nine end-of-course summative evaluations of the Cognitive Tutor middle school mathematics courses have been completed in two partner suburban school districts (Corbett, personal communication). Each of these evaluations compared learning outcomes for students in the Cognitive Tutor courses with students in corresponding traditional courses, with respect to two types of tests: a test consisting of standardized test questions drawn from various sources and one consisting of open-ended problem-solving questions. The Cognitive Tutor students scored higher on all nine of the standardized tests; seven of the individual comparisons were statistically significant or marginally significant. The same result was obtained for the problem-solving tests, providing strong preliminary evidence of the efficacy of the curricula and the tutors within them.

The Math Tutor site will eventually cover the same five content strands across a three-year sequence, in the same breadth and depth. The scope and sequence of the material remains largely the same. Further, in creating tutors for Math Tutor we reuse existing problem types and specific problems, as much as possible, reimplementing them as example-tracing tutors using CTAT to permit Web access. This reimplemention effort is necessary because the original Cognitive Tutors do not run on the Web.

3 Math Tutor Overview and Context of Use

As mentioned, the Math Tutor site is open to anyone: any teacher or student can sign up for the site. Students using the site learn math by doing problems with guidance from the ITS. Teachers who sign up for the site can create class lists, assign work to an entire class or an individual student, and view reports of their students’ progress (Fig. 1). The content on the site is divided into problem sets, usually consisting of about a dozen multistep problems. Teachers can select from the existing problem sets to make assignments to their students. A future version of Math Tutor will provide facilities...
for teachers to easily assemble problem sets for their students, by selecting problems from other sets available on the site. The problem sets are indexed by state standards. Currently, only the Pennsylvania standards are supported, but we plan to index using standards from other states, and national standards such as the NCTM Focal Points [39].

Mathtutor generates reports of student performance, capitalizing on the fact that the tutors, as part of their regular operation, evaluate student answers. Currently, it supports three types of reports: 1) a report detailing the progress of a class of students through the assigned sequence of problem sets, 2) a report detailing the performance of a class of students on a given problem set, listing the time spent on the problem set and the frequency of correct steps, errors, and hints, and 3) a report detailing a single student’s performance on the assigned problem sets, listing the same statistics for each problem set as those in the second report (Fig. 1). Future reports will provide more detail with respect to students’ performance on individual problems and the individual skills targeted in the instruction, and will also break down each student’s performance relative to specific standards. These reports have the potential to help teachers focus their instructional efforts on areas in which students could benefit the most (see also [14], [15]), an advantage that has been claimed for the Assistments Web site [46] described below, which also fields tutors that enable detailed assessment of students.

A first version of Mathtutor is being pilot-tested in the context of after-school tutoring programs, which are required in the US under the “No Child Left Behind” act, federal legislation aimed at improving the performance of US primary and secondary schools (http://www.ed.gov/nclb/overview/intro/factsheet.html). The Web site is expected to be beneficial in this context, as supplemental instruction, for a number of reasons. First, human tutors or teachers working with students after school could use the Web site to supplement and extend their own efforts with the students. In the common case, where there are many more students than human tutors, the tutors could set their several students at work on problems on the site, possibly giving each student his or her own problem sets to work on. The Mathtutor site may be especially helpful when after-school programs are led by teachers who are not math teachers, as happens far more frequently than would be ideal. Finally, the Mathtutor site might facilitate communication between a student’s regular math teacher and the after-school teacher/tutor. In particular, tutor and teacher could periodically get together to view Mathtutor reports of the student’s performance and plan further activities.

Although we are piloting Mathtutor primarily in the context of after-school and math remediation activities, we envision that the site will be useful in many other contexts as well. For example, teachers could incorporate the use of the site into their regular classes. They could assign homework on the site or use Mathtutor materials for in-class exercises or quizzes. Further, the site will offer help to students doing math outside of regular school hours or after-school programs, whether for remedial purposes or as part of their own efforts to move ahead of the regular math instruction in school. The site could also aid parents trying to help their children with math. In a future version, parents will be able to view reports about their children’s performance. Finally, teachers and parents could use the site to brush up on their own math, so they are better able to help their students and children.

4 Examples of Tutors
In this section, we illustrate some of the Mathtutor problem-solving exercises and highlight some features of the tutors. Fig. 2 shows a Mathtutor problem for 7th-graders dealing with early proportional reasoning, designed to help students acquire a conceptual understanding of proportionality. The reader can try out this particular tutor by going to http://webmathtutor.org. The interface of the tutor has been carefully designed to make the thinking steps visible [4]. Here, the student must identify the operation that leads from the number of balloons in one pack (12) to the desired number of balloons (36) so that he or she can then apply that same operation to the cost of one pack of balloons ($4.25). The tutor
provides feedback: correct problem steps are highlighted in green. The tutor offers hints upon the student’s request at every step along the way. The panel at the bottom of the tutor interface provides help with the current step.

As discussed further below, example-tracing tutors are capable of following along with the student in problems that allow for multiple solution paths, which simpler tutors cannot do. The decimal place value tutor shown in Fig. 3 illustrates this capability. It has a large space of possible solutions, since there are many ways of breaking down $82.37$ into tens, ones, dimes, and pennies (even when, as in this problem, the number of ones is given). The solution shown in line 3 is perhaps not one that many students would produce, but the tutor must be able to recognize it anyway, and be able to provide meaningful hints when a student decides to follow this strategy.

The problem sets and tutors we are creating have two novel features that are desirable especially when the users are not in a classroom context, but work by themselves, and therefore, need to be able to come up to speed with the Mathtutor problem sets by themselves without the help of peers or teachers. First, we have added an introductory screen to each problem set, with brief explanations of how to approach the type of problems in the set (Fig. 4). The introductory screen shows the tutor interface annotated with text balloons. When the student mouses over a balloon, the relevant part of the tutor screen is highlighted.

Second, we are developing worked examples: at the start of each problem set, the first few problems have worked-out steps. Educational psychology and the learning sciences literature indicate that students learn more robustly when worked examples supplement problem-solving practice [6], [17], [42], [47], [56]. Various studies involving Cognitive Tutors and CTAT-built tutors have also shown that worked examples can be an effective supplement to problem-solving practice [31], [52], [55]. The steps in our examples are faded in a backward manner, meaning that initially the later steps in the given problems are left open, and the earlier steps are worked out, and then gradually, in later problems, more steps are left open, until entire problems are open for the student to solve. This method has been found to be a very effective way of transitioning from worked examples to problem-solving practice [7], [48].

5 CTAT: AUTHORING EXAMPLE-TRACING TUTORS “BY DEMONSTRATION”

The tutors on the Mathtutor site are example-tracing tutors implemented with the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTATs) [1], [23]. As previously discussed, these tutors share many of the essential behaviors of Cognitive Tutors, but are easier to build. They utilize specific examples of problem-solving behaviors to provide tutoring, rather than a rule-based cognitive model of student problem solving. (The fact that the tool suite is named Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools reflects the fact that it was originally created to support the development of regular Cognitive Tutors. In addition to tools for developing Cognitive Tutors, however, the suite includes tools for creating example-tracing tutors. These tools were added after the tool suite had been given its name.) In this section, we describe the process of authoring an example-tracing tutor with CTAT. We highlight the features within CTAT that enhance the maintainability of example-tracing tutors, which will be key to the large-scale development of such tutors for the Mathtutor project. We also sketch the algorithm used by example-tracing tutors to evaluate student solution steps. For an in-depth treatment, the reader is referred to [1].

CTAT has been used extensively and the accumulated experience indicates that building example-tracing tutors with CTAT is significantly less costly and time-consuming than building regular Cognitive Tutors. Close to 400 users have built tutors with the CTAT tools, mostly in workshops, tutorials, and courses, but also for research and development projects. Tutors built with CTAT have been used in university, high school, and middle school classrooms as part of regular course assignments and experimental interventions. At the time of this writing, 26 research studies have used CTAT tutors in real educational settings. In these projects, the development of tutors with CTAT is three to four times more efficient than historical estimates in the literature [1], which indicate that creating one hour of instruction with an ITS takes 200-300 hours [37]. Factoring in the lower cost of authoring, since advanced programming skill is not required, ITS development with CTAT
appears to be four to eight times more cost effective than
the development of Cognitive Tutors and other types of
non-CTAT ITS [1].

5.1 Developing an Example-Tracing Tutor
Creating an example-tracing tutor with CTAT involves five
main phases. First, the author builds a user interface for a
particular problem type for which tutoring is to be
provided, carefully designed to make thinking visible [4].
A typical interface lays out the problem-solving steps for
the given problem type. The interface is built through drag-
and-drop techniques using an off-the-shelf tool such as Netbeans or Flash (Fig. 5, left). The author selects “tutor-
enabled interface components” from a palette (the top-right
panel in the Flash IDE) and drags them into the desired
positions on a central canvas. These components, which
were written (by us) in ActionScript and imported into the
IDE, communicate with the rest of CTAT. Where tutors
require behaviors that cannot be realized with the existing
set of tutor-enabled components, ActionScript program-
ing is needed to create new ones. In addition to static
“form filling” interfaces, CTAT supports “dynamic inter-
faces” that can change during the interaction with the
student. The tutor controls the interface changes, which can,
therefore, be contingent on the state of problem solving by
the student. As described below, dynamic interface changes
can be authored without programming. For example, at
specific points in the problem-solving process, a tutor may
hide or show particular interface components, or display
new values within given components. For more extensive
layout changes, an author can create a Flash interface with
multiple frames (essentially, separate layouts containing
different interface components) and make the tutor switch
from one to the other at specific points in the interaction.
Dynamic interfaces are useful in ITS for many purposes,
including dynamic scaffolding, dynamically linking of
problem-solving representations, and careful management
of screen real estate [1]. For example, in the fractions
conversion problem in Fig. 5, the tutor (at tutoring time)
initially displays a pie divided into six slices, but at an
appropriate point in the interaction sequence, the tutor
replaces the image by one in which the pie is divided into
eight slices, to illustrate the equivalence of 3/6 and 4/8.

In the second phase of authoring, the author runs the
interface (Fig. 5, middle) and demonstrates correct and
incorrect problem-solving behavior. CTAT’s Behavior Re-
corder tool records each step in a behavior graph (Fig. 5,
right). Each link in the graph represents a correct or incorrect
step. If there are multiple correct solution strategies, they can
be recorded as separate paths in the graph. To record a new
path, the author can “back up” to an earlier point in the
graph by clicking on one of the recorded states and resume
recording under that state. The author can also demonstrate
common student errors and mark them as such in the
behavior graph. The Behavior Recorder displays them with
a label containing red font. Eventually, after the author has
completed all five authoring phases and the graph is ready
to be used for tutoring, the graph serves as a model for
student behavior: the runtime tutor flexibly compares
student actions to the graph and provides feedback on the
correctness of the student actions.

As a key step in authoring dynamic interfaces without
programming, an author can mark certain links in the graph
as representing “tutor-performed actions,” which (at tutor-
ing time) the tutor executes when the student’s solution
reaches the state from which they emanate. Typical tutor-
performed actions are to show or hide widgets, display a
particular value in a widget, or to move to a different frame
in the Flash-based tutor interface.

Fig. 5. Using CTAT to create an example-tracing tutor through programming by demonstration. After creating an interface through drag-and-drop
techniques, without programming (left), an author runs the interface and demonstrates correct and incorrect behavior (middle). CTAT records the
steps in a behavior graph (right) and later uses this graph, duly generalized by the author, as a model to evaluate student behavior.
As the third part of tutor construction, the author associates skills, hints, and feedback messages with the steps represented in the behavior graph. To do this, the author clicks on the link labels and fills in pop-up forms soliciting the information. Typically, an author provides multiple levels of hints for each step. Earlier hint levels may identify a problem-solving principle, later hint levels may discuss how to apply it in the given problem. The last hint level may give the specific step to be performed. At tutoring time, hints are presented upon the student’s request. The skill labels that are provided as annotations on links typically reflect a fine-grained decomposition of the skills involved in solving a problem (e.g., “find the least common denominator”). The tutor uses the skills to identify and report student progress in mastering particular skills, a capability briefly discussed earlier.

Fourth, the author can generalize the graph to indicate that a wider range of student behavior is to be recognized as correct beyond just the fixed value(s) and sequence(s) of steps recorded in the graph. An author can generalize a behavior graph by specifying ordering constraints on steps or by specifying formulas that describe how problem steps are related. These generalization features enhance the maintainability of example-tracing tutors by keeping down the number of paths in behavior graphs.

In those problems in which (as is typical) there are only fairly loose constraints on the order in which solution steps are to be performed, authors either can specify that any step order within the graph is fine, or they can group steps, nesting groups inside other groups where appropriate, and then specify on a per-group basis whether the student must strictly follow the demonstrated order or can perform the steps in any order. Furthermore, an author can set lower and upper bounds on the number of times a particular step needs to be executed in order for a problem to be considered fully solved. By setting these limits to 0 and 1, for example, an author essentially marks steps as optional.

Authors can also generalize their behavior graphs by attaching “formulas” to links in the graph, similar to Excel formulas, which specify how steps depend on each other. The formulas involve mathematical and string functions. For example, in the tutorial for decimal place value shown in Fig. 3, formulas are used to specify that the number of tens, ones, dimes, and pennies entered add up to the given dollar amount. Formulas can dramatically reduce the number of paths in a graph, compared to having to enumerate all paths corresponding to the input described by the formula, and thereby, significantly enhance the maintainability of example-tracing tutors. Formulas represent a level of end-user programming that, as the success of Excel proves, is feasible for people not trained in software engineering. When further functions are needed, besides those currently supported, they can be added with limited Java programming.

As an optional fifth step in the development of example-tracing tutors, in cases in which authors want a number of similar exercises (as is often the case when building tutors), they can avoid the work of demonstrating solutions to each individual problem by employing a “Mass Production” feature. In this approach, an author first creates a behavior graph in the usual manner, tests it, and once it is fully debugged, turns it into a template by replacing problem-specific values and hints with variables. Next, CTAT generates an Excel table with a row for each variable; authors then fill in the table’s columns with problem-specific values for each variable, one column per problem. In a final merge step, a behavior graph is created for each column by substituting the variable values into the template. In our experience, the Mass Production process significantly reduces authoring time and enhances the consistency and maintainability of the resulting tutors, as discussed further below. Mass Production is useful even with very small numbers of isomorphic or near-isomorphic tutor problems created from the same template (e.g., 2 or 3). Editing a spreadsheet is faster and decidedly less error-prone than demonstrating solutions over and over. Also, most authors know how to use common spreadsheet tools, such as Excel. Finally, keeping tutors consistent is easier this way.

5.2 The Example-Tracing Algorithm

CTAT’s example tracer functions as “step analyzer” in VanLehn’s [57] terminology, the module that evaluates whether a given problem-solving step by the student is appropriate and correct, given the current state of problem solving. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide the full details of the example-tracing algorithm, a brief sketch follows. Two broad requirements are that, first, in order to complete a problem, a student must complete a single start-to-finish path through the behavior graph for that problem (i.e., must “traverse” all nonoptional links on such a path, in an order that observes any ordering constraints specified in the graph; as mentioned, these constraints are defined in the form of nested groups of links that are either ordered or unordered). Second, the example tracer does not let the student change his or her mind about the path that he or she takes through the problem. That is, once a student is one more step onto a certain path, all paths that do not match the same steps are ruled out. Any paths that do match the same steps remain viable, however, as alternative interpretations of student behavior. As a consequence, steps that have been accepted as correct by the tutor remain correct for the duration of the problem.

More specifically, in order to perform its function as a step analyzer, the example tracer maintains one or more interpretations of the students’ problem-solving behavior. Each interpretation (at least at a conceptual level) consists of 1) a start-to-finish path through the behavior graph for the given problem and 2) a record of the links on that path that have been matched by student input, together with the student actions that matched the links. At any point in time, all interpretations must involve the same set of matched student actions; this set comprises all student actions within the current problem that the tutor has so far accepted as correct. When there is new student input, the example tracer evaluates that input by considering whether it can extend any of the existing interpretations. To do so, it considers for each interpretation whether the input matches any nonmatched link within that interpretation, subject to the ordering constraints specified in the given behavior graph. As part of this step, the example tracer computes values specified by formulas on links. If no such matching link can be found, the input is rejected and the tutor gives
negative feedback to the student. The set of interpretations remains the same, reflecting the fact that the state of problem solving has not been advanced. If, on the other hand, student input does match a previously nonmatched link in at least one of the existing interpretations, while also observing the ordering constraints specified in the behavior graph, then the input is accepted, and the set of interpretations is updated as follows. First, all interpretations in which a previously nonmatched link is matched are extended, by recording the newly matched link in their set of matched links. Second, any interpretations that do not have a matching link are dropped. These interpretations are no longer consistent with student behavior, and therefore, must be ruled out. Finally, if a student action matches multiple links within any given interpretation, then that interpretation is split into multiple interpretations, one for each match. The student is done with a problem when all nonoptional links within any single interpretation have been matched in the manner described above.

Example-tracing tutors satisfy, but also go beyond, VanLehn’s [57] minimum criterion for being an ITS: they have an “inner loop,” meaning that they provide step-by-step guidance with problem-solving activities through feedback messages and next-step hints. Example-tracing tutors go beyond this minimum definition in a number of important ways [1]. First, they are capable of following students along multiple solution paths. Further, CTAT’s formula mechanism enables example-tracing tutors to recognize problem solutions, where later steps depend on earlier steps in intricate ways, even when it would be prohibitively difficult to enumerate all possible ways in advance. (The tutor in Fig. 3 illustrates this capability.) Finally, example-tracing tutors are capable of maintaining multiple interpretations of student behavior in situations, where a problem-solving step cannot uniquely be interpreted until later steps have been seen. As a result, example-tracing tutors fluidly follow student strategies even in the face of temporary ambiguity as to what strategy they are following, without the need to ask the student disambiguation questions, and without the risk of prematurely ruling out an interpretation of student behavior that later turns out to have been correct. Such a response would have the undesirable consequence that the tutor would force the student off of a valid solution path they were following. Thus, while example-tracing tutors are built using dramatically simplified authoring technology, compared to their direct ancestors, Cognitive Tutors [5], and to many other ITS, they are by no means simple tutors.

6 Mathtutor Architecture

The Mathtutor architecture instantiates CTAT’s Web-based architecture, described in [1]. Use of this architecture makes it possible to run example-tracing tutors on the Web, a key motivation for reimplementing the existing Cognitive Tutors for middle school mathematics as example-tracing tutors. As mentioned, a central characteristic of this architecture is that it supports a thin client, meaning that a minimum amount of functionality runs on the student’s machine. In this section, we describe the main components of the Mathtutor architecture and illustrate the data flow among these components. We also motivate several important architectural choices we have made, in particular, the decision to have a thin client.

6.1 Mathtutor’s Main Components

The main components of Mathtutor (Fig. 6) are the following:

- The CTAT authoring tools (Fig. 6, bottom), including the Behavior Recorder and tools for generalizing behavior graphs.
- GUI builder tools, such as the Flash IDE is used to create interfaces; we imported ActionScript-based components into the Flash IDE.
- The Mathtutor Server-Side Components (top-right of Fig. 6). These server-side components include:
  - Tutoring Service, the module that runs the example-tracing tutor engine;
- Mathtutor Learner Management System, used by teachers to select, sequence, and assign problems, edit class rosters, and generate reports; used by students to get problems;
- Several data stores, including the tutor interfaces; the DataShop research database (see below); and the Mathtutor Database, which contains class, curriculum, assignment, and student performance data.

- The Mathtutor Client-Side Components (top-left of Fig. 6). These are the Mathtutor user interfaces that run on the student machines, after being downloaded from the server. Each is designed to support a specific problem type.

The DataShop, drawn in Fig. 6 amid the other server-side components, is not part of Mathtutor or CTAT proper; rather, it is a separate and publicly available facility for storing and analyzing anonymous log data of student-tutor interactions for research and development purposes. See http://pslcdatashop.org.

**6.2 Data Flow among Components at Runtime**

In the following paragraphs, we trace the flow of data among the components in Fig. 6 during the workflow of a typical teacher and student using the site. Assume that a teacher, call her Jane, brings up the Mathtutor Web site on her browser, creates a class by providing a list of students (possibly copy-and-pasted from a spreadsheet), and assigns a sequence of problem sets to the class. Mathtutor’s Learner Management System (LMS) stores the students, class rosters and assignments in the Mathtutor Database, which also contains information about the problem sets available on the site.

Next, Fred, a student in Jane’s class, brings up the Mathtutor Web site in his browser and logs in. The LMS retrieves Fred’s class(es) and assignment(s) from the Database and lists them on the screen. After Fred selects one of the open assignments, the LMS presents the first open problem within that assignment. To do so, the LMS retrieves from the Database the name of the Behavior Graph for this first open problem and the name of the Flash program (typically called a “movie”) that implements the tutor interface for this problem. It then generates the HTML needed for the browser on Fred’s machine to invoke the Flash Player in a special-purpose frame. The Flash Player retrieves the Flash movie from the Store of Student Interfaces on the server and launches it. (Within the thin client approach, this is the only program download required.) The Flash movie first sends the behavior graph name and other parameters to the Tutoring Service, the server-based module that runs the tutor engine for example-tracing tutors. The Tutoring Service creates a new instance of the Example Tracer in order to serve Fred’s session and initializes it using information from the named Behavior Graph. It sends the initial problem values to the Flash movie so that the interface can display the initial problem state. After this, Fred can begin work on the problem.

As Fred performs problem-solving steps and asks for hints, each action is sent to his instance of the Example Tracer, which persists throughout the session. The Example Tracer evaluates student behavior by comparing it against the solution paths stored in the graph, as described above. The protocol between the student interface and tutor engine is described in [28]. Each student action and tutor response are logged to the DataShop whose rich logging format [44] permits extensive detail on the state of the tutor, including, for example, the multiple interpretations the tutor might have for a single student action. When the Example Tracer considers the problem finished, the Tutoring Service prepares and sends to the Flash movie a Problem Summary message with counts of hint use, correct and incorrect responses. The Flash movie forwards the Problem Summary to the LMS, which stores the performance data for reporting and responds with information needed to run the next problem in the given problem set.

Fred’s teacher Jane can use the Mathtutor report screens to track Fred’s progress: these reports aggregate data provided in the Problem Summary messages just mentioned. In a coming version of the site, we plan to use skill information from these messages to choose problems for Fred adaptively, according to the “knowledge-tracing” algorithm in [19].

**6.3 Architectural Choices**

The remainder of this section motivates key choices underlying the Mathtutor architecture, which may be of general interest to the learning technologies community.

**6.3.1 Choice #1: Running the Tutor Engine on the Server**

As mentioned, a central architectural choice (inherited from CTAT) was to have a thin client, that is, to place the tutor engine on the server so that only minimal functionality runs on the client. Specifically, the tutor engine runs in a module called the Tutoring Service, a Java-language process on a Linux host. We see a number of pros of having the tutor engine run on the server, especially in an architecture such as CTAT’s that aims to support not a single ITS, but many ITSs with a wide variety of tutor interfaces, implemented in any language, and can also be employed to provide tutoring within existing interfaces or simulators.

First, it is easier to combine the same tutor engine with different options for implementing student interfaces when the two communicate over sockets, unencumbered by difficulties associated with direct procedure calls between systems implemented in different programming languages. However, security restrictions in browsers typically permit socket connections only back to the Web application’s host server, preventing tutor/interface interprocess communication locally on a client machine. Communication with a tutor engine on the server avoids this problem and still gains the ease of integration.

A second advantage of the thin client architecture is that it minimizes the requirements on the client machine and network so that the site is useful in schools and tutoring sites with older hardware. The client machines’ processing and memory requirements are limited to those of the browser and the lightweight Flash Player. Download sizes are limited to the compiled Flash student interfaces, which tend to be small (10s or 100s of kilobytes). The remaining network usage consists of (frequent) short messages
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conveying student step descriptors and tutor evaluations; this usage pattern permits effective multiplexing of many concurrent sessions over low-bandwidth Internet connections, even if every student action in the tutor interface requires server access.

Third, placing the tutor engine on a server with full-time connectivity accommodates access by the tutor engine to a range of possible external resources (e.g., natural language processing, image analysis, computer algebra engines, etc.) that might not be suited to direct Web access from clients. This kind of interoperability is useful for possible future extensions of Mathtutor as well as for applications of the CTAT architecture outside of Mathtutor. External resources available via socket interfaces can be integrated by connections from the Tutoring Service, which is unrestricted by browser security regimes that inhibit client access to servers other than that which served the UI. The server-side tutor engine also facilitates access to external Java-based resources. They can be linked in as application libraries, without the need to download them to the client.

A key question is: Will a server-side tutor engine solution be able to serve potentially thousands of concurrent users without requiring large numbers of server machines? Our initial experience with approximately 60 simultaneous users in a school has been positive even with old server hardware (and we now have a brand-new server). But this matter remains to be seen: to get a measurement, we are developing load tests, which (more severe than real-world use) simulate many simultaneous student sessions with no pausing for think time between steps. As mentioned, our many-small-messages communication pattern is suited to low network bandwidth. Also, we continue to make the example-tracing algorithm more efficient. It already is considerably lighter weight than the more complex model tracer of CTAT.

6.3.2 Choice #2: Use of Flash for User Interfaces

CTAT has long supported both Flash and Java as implementation environments for tutor user interfaces. In the Mathtutor project, we opted to use Flash to implement the tutor interfaces for the Mathtutor site for a number of reasons. First, Flash interfaces are a convenient way of delivering complex tutor interfaces on the Web. The compact Flash Player is well supported across browsers and client machines. Second, Flash’s ActionScript programming capabilities generally permit richer client functions than HTML- and Javascript-based interfaces, such as those found in other Web-based learning environments for mathematics, such as Asssistments [46] and ActiveMath [32]. Third, Flash’s frame and layer facilities enable easy creation of dynamic interfaces, described above. Finally, a version of Flash runs on handheld devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs). Brown et al. [16] have implemented CTAT tutors on PDAs for the domain of college-level introductory business mathematics. Hence, it is conceivable that ultimately some of Mathtutor’s problems can be run on the pocket-sized cell-enabled devices in growing use among middle- and high school students. However, there are some disadvantages to the use of Flash. The Flash integrated development environment (IDE) is not free. If we were to contemplate contributions from authors outside our lab, those authors would bear the cost of the tool. On the other hand, several Java IDEs (e.g., NetBeans, Eclipse) are available for free. Further, we are at the mercy of Adobe’s development priorities; we have already discovered that backward compatibility of ActionScript versions appears not to be high priority for Adobe. On the whole, however, we feel that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.

6.3.3 Choice #3: Use of Ruby on Rails to Implement Most of the Nontutoring Functionality

We opted to use Rails to implement functionality for student and class management, teacher reports, etc. Our choice followed the positive experience of the Asssistments group with Rails. It offers several advantages. First, it affords fast prototyping and implementation for Web applications, with compact, easy-to-read code and lots of examples from the online development community. Second, integration with Java, which may be necessary for access to external resources, is straightforward. Third, with the Apache Web server and Rails’ Mongrel server, it is easy to add multiple host machines for scalability [51].

6.3.4 Choice #4: Separation of Data for Normal Operation of the Site and for Research

The Mathtutor architecture strictly separates the data collected for research purposes from the data needed to support the normal operation of the site, mainly because the data collected for research purposes need to be kept in anonymous form (meaning that we remove all information from which the identity of students, teachers, and schools can be inferred), whereas the data needed for regular use should not be anonymous. For the purpose of research and development, detailed logs of step-by-step performance data are collected in the DataShop, where anonymization is automatic [26]. This facility was developed for the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (PSLC, http://www.learnlab.org/), a US National Science Foundation (NSF)-sponsored research center spanning Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh. The DataShop is a public available repository for many data sets collected by various kinds of educational technology, including many data sets from various tutors. It provides a suite of Web-based tools for analyzing these data and generates reports on error rates and learning curves, among other things. These reports differ from the teacher reports described above in that they are available in DataShop only, not on the Mathtutor site, and are geared more toward learning science researchers than teachers. These reports will be invaluable in the iterative redesign of the content on the site and also tell us how effective the tutors on the Mathtutor site are in helping students learn.

7 Comparison with Other Math Sites

There is a bewildering array of Web sites devoted to math instruction. Why then is there a need for Mathtutor? Many of the existing sites are of low quality, although the best offer useful services such as games to motivate students, expert help on problems submitted via the site, descriptions of concepts and procedures, examples, practice problems
with answers, and online “interactive” textbooks. Some (but very few) existing Web sites provide guidance from software tutors. Mathtutor appears to be the only site with a (soon-to-be) comprehensive set of ITS for middle school mathematics, with step-by-step support on problems with multiple solution paths.

The Assisments Web site (http://www.assistment.org/) is the closest in concept and objective to Mathtutor. Like Mathtutor, the Assisments site provides online computer tutoring, complete with hints, immediate feedback, and dynamic scaffolding, and provides online reports for teachers [46]. Although the Assisments tutors derive from the same Cognitive Tutoring tradition as Mathtutor, there are some important distinctions. First, while Assisments is geared toward preparation for high-stakes standardized tests, Mathtutor will eventually support a comprehensive set of mathematics topics for the middle grades. Second, the underlying tutoring technology is different. Assisments supports simple tutors capable of recognizing only a single solution path for any given problem (Koedinger, personal communication), whereas example-tracing tutors support more sophisticated tutoring behaviors: they recognize multiple strategies within a problem, can deal with complex dependencies between problem steps, and can handle ambiguity about how any single student action should be interpreted. On the other hand, at the time of this writing, Assisments is a more mature site than Mathtutor and has demonstrated learning gains in empirical studies [46]. The large number of Assisments users is a strong indicator that there is a need for interactive Web-based computer tutoring in the area of K-12 mathematics.

Like Mathtutor, the ActiveMath mathematics Web site [32], [33] supports mathematics exercises with hints and feedback. However, ActiveMath aims to support a broader pedagogy than Mathtutor. It focuses on adaptive presentation of a range of instructional materials, and, more so than Mathtutor, it gives the student control over the instructional activities. ActiveMath is designed to be broadly applicable; so far, though, it has a limited curriculum of middle school math. Further, the math content on ActiveMath, although sophisticated in its use of AI technology, has not been empirically tested for learning benefits nearly to the extent that Cognitive Tutors, the basis of Mathtutor, have been.

Wayang Outpost [13] is an online system for high school mathematics aimed at high-stakes test preparation. It provides simple tutors embedded in a virtual adventure involving environmental science researchers stationed in Indonesia. These tutors provide multimedia hints. They do not, however, support complex, multistep problem solving—only multiple-choice solutions are supported. In Animal Watch [8], [18], mathematics problem solving is integrated with multimedia material about endangered species. Animal Watch targets middle school mathematics, although it does not appear to support a comprehensive curriculum. It provides limited support for step-by-step problem solving, with multimedia hints and interactive hints that illustrate strategies but do not show how to apply them to the problem at hand.

Among free sites for mathematics learning, the Math Forum Web site (http://mathforum.org) stands out due to the sheer scope and volume of materials and its many services. It provides a wide variety of resources, for a range of levels from basic math to advanced topics such as calculus. Within the “Dr. Math” section of the site, students can submit questions, which a group of volunteer teachers discuss and answer. The Dr. Math service, however, does not support interactive learning by doing; it merely turns a single problem instance into an example for a student to study. A “Math Tools” section contains many freely downloadable programs for students to use. While the number of programs is impressive (in the hundreds), most of the software appear to be lacking a strong pedagogical rationale, unlike the Cognitive Tutor approach used for the Mathtutor Web site.

There is also a multitude of commercial sites that provide services to math learners for a fee. As far as we have been able to ascertain, however, none of these sites provide access to ITS or provide step-by-step guidance with problem-solving exercises. Furthermore, a solid theoretical or empirical basis is typically lacking to back up the learning efficacy of the combination of services or materials that is offered on these sites. The textbook publisher Prentice Hall (http://www.phschool.com/math) presents “interactive online textbooks” for basic math, Prealgebra, Algebra 1, Geometry, Trigonometry, Statistics, and Calculus. These include audio clips that define terms and principles, worked examples for students to study, videos of math teachers explaining mathematical concepts and solving problems, and automatically graded multiple-choice questions. The materials, however, are not customizable and the site does not provide step-by-step guidance with problems. Math.com (http://www.math.com) sells materials and services for Prealgebra, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Statistics, and Calculus. The site contains mostly static practice and test materials that can be purchased through a yearly membership fee. Math.com also sells online tutoring provided by humans and delivered over the Internet for a hefty fee. FirstInMath (http://www.firstinmath.com) provides engaging math games, all using the same basic user interface, to motivate students to learn mathematics. It is based on the concept of a common fear—getting the wrong answer—by presenting problems in which the answer is given. However, FirstInMath does not provide step-by-step tutoring (only the final answer is checked), it is not customizable, and does not explicitly provide practice with multiple strategies. The Compass-Learning Odyssey Web site (http://www.childudo.com) also strives to teach students by engaging them in mathematics game playing (as well as writing, reading, and social studies). It employs elaborate Flash-animated worked examples that include audio narration, followed by hands-on exercises. CompassLearning appears to emphasize rote mathematical learning of procedures.

There are many other Web sites, including engrade (http://engrade.com), which offers free Web-based tools for grading assignments, AplusMath (http://aplusmath.com), which provides many (untutored) exercises and games, and SuperKids (http://superkids.com), which automatically generates worksheets and answer sheets for teachers to use for tests or homework, but none of these sites is focused on computer-to-human tutoring, as is Mathtutor.
Finally, a recent review of mathematics e-Learning systems [58] cites over 30 systems, some of which provide ITS-like functionality, such as feedback and hints (e.g., STACK [53], WALLIS [30], and ActiveMath, discussed above). While this review provides much useful information, it focuses little attention on our greatest aim: How one can scale up a mathematics Web site for open-access use of intelligent tutors.

8 Discussion

The Mathtutor project brings together four strands of closely related ITS research as follows:

1. the Cognitive Tutor technology (e.g., [24]);
2. a set of Cognitive Tutor courses for middle school mathematics that was created in our lab;
3. a relatively new kind of ITS technology, example-tracing tutors; and
4. a set of authoring tools, CTAT, which makes it possible for computer-savvy nonprogrammers to create example-tracing tutors.

As we use CTAT’s programming-by-demonstration approach to reimplement the existing Cognitive Tutors for middle school mathematics as example-tracing tutors, a key question addressed is whether programming by demonstration, by tech-savvy nonprogrammers is feasible for ITS development on a large scale. Put differently, can we have our cake and eat it too? Can we have simpler ITS authoring, more efficient tutor development, lower personnel cost, as well as large scale and maintainability? The viability of efficient approaches to ITS authoring is of broad interest to the ITS and learning technologies research communities, in light of the fact that ITS, while highly effective in improving student learning, have typically been difficult and time-consuming to build. Large-scale ITS projects such as Mathtutor are few and far between, so the Mathtutor project provides a unique opportunity for studying this issue. In this section, we discuss our initial experiences with respect to this scalability issue.

At this point in time, we are quite confident that the example-tracing technology will be able to support the reimplementation of the vast majority of the tutoring behaviors found within the existing middle school math tutors, supporting our claim that example-tracing tutors support many of the same tutoring behaviors that Cognitive Tutors provide. (As mentioned, our efforts in the early stages of the project are directed at reimplementing existing Cognitive Tutors as example-tracing tutors, in order to run them on the Web.) While example-tracing tutors are no doubt simpler than Cognitive Tutors, they are nonetheless able to support sophisticated tutoring behaviors. We, therefore, do not foresee that we will be watering down any of the tutors just to make them amenable to implementation as example-tracing tutors. We are also quite confident that computer-savvy nonprogrammers will be able to author tutors of sufficiently high quality. This confidence is based in part on our experience supporting CTAT users in earlier projects, reported in [1], in part on our experience in the Mathtutor project so far. We have been pleasantly surprised by how productive nonprogrammers have been with the CTAT tools. For instance, undergraduate students from CMU’s School of Design have done most of the tutor development so far.

A key remaining question with respect to scalability is: Will tutors built through programming by demonstration be maintainable over an extended life cycle? It is tempting to think that because example-tracing tutors are (relatively) easy to create, they are also easy to maintain. But maintainability requires more than ease of creation/modification. A key requirement is that common structures (or code) are captured once and shared across contexts, rather than duplicated and copied for use in different contexts. In other words, a key question is whether a proliferation of behavior graphs that only differ in minor ways can be avoided within CTAT’s programming-by-demonstration approach.

Fortunately, some of CTAT’s advanced authoring features, in particular, formulas and Mass Production have the side effect that when used well, they enhance the maintainability of the resulting behavior graphs. First, the use of formulas tends to reduce the number of different paths in a behavior graph because the formula makes it possible to generalize across multiple solution paths, essentially collapsing different paths into one. No doubt, less elaborate graphs will be easier to maintain.

Second, the Mass Production facility makes it possible to author tutor behavior for many isomorphic or near-isomorphic tutor problems with a single template. It, therefore, helps dramatically in capturing, in a single place, behavior graph structure that is common across multiple tutor problems. Until recently, a limitation of the Mass Production facility was that the slightest variation in the problem space between two problems would preclude Mass Producing them using the same behavior graph template. We are, however, making progress in streamlining CTAT’s Mass Production facility so that Mass Production can use the same behavior graph template for problems that are near isomorphs. We are taking advantage of a mechanism that was added for a different purpose, namely the ability to specify a lower and upper bound on the number of times a student should traverse a behavior graph link in order for the problem to be considered finished. By setting both limits to zero on a given link, this link is effectively removed from consideration by the example tracer. By including variables for the link traversal limits in a behavior graph template used for Mass Production, behavior graphs with and without the link (which, therefore, are near isomorphs) can be generated off of a single template, considerably enhancing the utility of Mass Production. Accommodating near isomorphs is important because in a realistic tutoring corpus such as the one for middle school math that we started with, we find many near-isomorphic problems. More generally, problem variability is desirable [42].

9 Conclusion

We have created an open-access Web site, called Mathtutor, where middle school students can learn mathematics with guidance from artificially intelligent software tutors.
Eventually, the site will provide a comprehensive set of tutors covering five key content strands for mathematics students in grades 6-8. The Mathtutor site is unique, even in the crowded landscape of Web sites for mathematics learning, because very few (if any) existing math sites support complex, multistrategy problem solving by means of ITS for a comprehensive range of middle school math topics. An important future goal of the project is to document the feasibility of the Web site in real educational settings. Although the Web site is designed to be useful in a large variety of contexts, our initial efforts have been to encourage adoption by teachers and schools with a focus on after-school tutoring programs. Detailed log data of student-tutor interactions on the site will help in evaluating whether Mathtutor helps students improve their mathematical competence.

The Mathtutor project is addressing an important open question in ITS and learning technologies research: Can ITS authoring be made simpler and more cost effective in a way that 1) supports sophisticated tutoring behaviors such as multiple solution strategies, dependencies among problem steps, and multiple interpretations of student behavior and 2) supports large-scale development, iterative refinement, and maintenance of ITS? We are employing a novel technology for ITS, called example-tracing tutors. These tutors maintain many of the key behaviors that make ITS effective, yet are based on a technology of programming by demonstration that makes them easier to build. Our experience in the Mathtutor project so far gives us confidence that a programming-by-demonstration approach is appropriate to support the range of tutoring behaviors needed for the middle school math tutors, and it will support iterative content development and refinement on a large scale. So far, nonprogrammers have been very productive using CTAT to develop example-tracing tutors. Further, we are confident that maintainability will not be an obstacle. CTAT’s advanced authoring features, in particular, formulas and Mass Production, have the side effect that when used well, they enhance maintainability. A final issue regarding scale is whether the thin client approach taken in the Mathtutor architecture will support large numbers of simultaneous users. This issue is still open; we have laid out reasons that we think the thin client will work well.

The Mathtutor project will provide insight into whether open access to ITS for math learning, with an extremely low barrier for entry, is a useful way of enhancing math learning in a wide variety of settings. As evidence of the possibilities, sites such as Assistments [46] and ActiveMath [32], [33], which also have an intelligent tutoring math presence on the Web, have attracted many users. It is too early to tell whether Mathtutor will succeed equally admirably in this regard. We are hopeful, however, that Mathtutor will attract a large and diverse user population and contribute substantially to making ITS widespread.
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